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Weight Status: 2009- 77% of adults overweight or obese

             2014- 67% of adults overweight or obese

             2017- 70% adults overweight or obese

Tobacco Use:  2009-22% current smoker

            2014- 22% current smoker

                       2017- 18% current smoker

** For more Community Needs Assessment Data Trends,

refer to the appendix section of this summary**

County Health Rankings- Allen County

2011- Length of Life: 46 out of 88

         Quality of Life: 43 out of 88

                     Health Behaviors: 84 out of 88

2015- Length of Life: 32 out of 88

         Quality of Life: 51 out of 88

                     Health Behaviors: 74 out of 88

2017- Length of Life: 34 out of 88

         Quality of Life: 60 out of 88

                     Health Behaviors: 71 out of 88

** For more information on County Health Rankings, refer to the website listed in 

the appendix section of this summary

12 census tracts in Allen County are identified as Food Deserts according to the 

USDA Food Desert Locator, equalling about 19,000 residents

WELCOME TO
ALLEN COUNTY, OHIO!

Before we dive into our work within Activate Allen County and 

specifically within the two federal grants that were awarded to our 

county, it is important for readers to understand some background 

information. For those unfamiliar with Allen County, here are 

some helpful facts!

Allen County Population: 105,196 (2015)

Largest City- Lima, Population: 38,232 (2015)

Allen County Community Needs Assessments

Weight
Status: 

2009
77% of adults
overweight or 

obese

** For more Community Needs Assessment Data Trends, refer to the website listed on the final page of this document**

2014
67% of adults 
overweight or 

obese

2017
70% adults 

overweight or 
obese

Tobacco
Use: 

2009
22% current 

smoker

2014
22% current 

smoker

2017
18% current 

smoker

County Health Rankings - Allen County 

2011
Length of Life:
46 out of 88

Quality of Life:
43 out of 88

Health Behaviors:
84 out of 88

2015
Length of Life:
32 out of 88

Quality of Life:
51 out of 88

Health Behaviors:
74 out of 88

2017
Length of Life:
34 out of 88

Quality of Life:
60 out of 88

Health Behaviors:
71 out of 88

** For more information on County Health Rankings, refer to the website listed on the final page of this document**
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TEAM

Co-Leaders SCTG (2012-2014) Jerry Courtney and Janis Sunderhaus 

Principal Investigator SCTG (2012-2014) Jerry Courtney

Co-Leaders PICH Grant (2014-2017) Dr. John Snyder and Kathy Luhn 

Principal Investigator PICH Grant (2015-2017) Jared Lehman   

Team- Cheri Mitchell, Denise Barnes, Josh Unterbrink, Nancy Bonifas, Kayla Monfort, Lauren Klett (Photos?)

Media Coordination- Bart Mills - SCTG    NOW Marketing Group - PICH

Without the strong desire of multiple people and organizations to see Lima/Allen County grow and improve in areas of 

health and wellness, the objectives and projects that are highlighted in the following pages would not have been 

successful. We would like to thank the following people and organizations for their work in making Allen County a better 

place for us to live, work and thrive throughout these last 5 years. Of course, as you will see within this document, so many 

more people and organizations were a huge part of these efforts. Those listed below were main players in ensuring that 

grant objectives were as successful as possible, reports were turned in, CDC funds were allocated appropriately, and that 

the overall Activate Allen County collaborative continued to come to the same table to discuss these important matters.

Co-Leaders SCT Grant 
(2012-2014)

Jerry Courtney
President, Lima 
Family YMCA

Janis Sunderhaus
CEO, Health Partners 

of Western Ohio

Principal Investigator SCT Grant 
(2012-2014) 

Jerry Courtney
President, Lima 
Family YMCA

Dr. John Snyder
OSU Lima

Co-Leaders PICH Grant 
(2015-2017)

Kathy Luhn
Allen County Health 

Commissioner

Principal Investigator PICH 
Grant (2015-2017) 

Jared Lehman
President, Lima 
Family YMCA

Team

Josh Unterbrink
2013- Current

Kayla Monfort
2014- Current

Cheri Mitchell
2013-2016

Nancy Bonifas
2013-2015

Denise Barnes
2013-2014

Lauren Klett
2014-2016

Media Contribution
Bart Mills - SCT Grant NOW Marketing Group - PICH Grant
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THE FORMATION OF THE 
ACTIVATE ALLEN COUNTY COLLABORATIVE

When members of the Lima/Allen County community came together in 2012 and formed a collaborative that became 

known as Activate Allen County, there was really no way to foresee the form and direction that it would take. Now, as we 

find ourselves in the midst of 2017, there is much to look back on- to both celebrate and learn from. Due to the formation 

of the community collaborative that has taken the name of Activate Allen County, two large community based grants from 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention were awarded to the Lima Family YMCA and have driven much of the 

work of the collaborative up to this point. Now, in 2017, we are drawing near to the end of these grant cycles and are 

moving to a community funded and supported system, which will continue much of the work began over the last five 

years. However, this local funding will also open the doors for new work and projects to form based on specific community 

needs. This document has been created as a piece to remind us of where we have been, how we have gotten there and 

lessons learned along the way. The first major grant awarded to Allen County was the Small Communities Transformation 

Grant (SCTG) which ran from October 1, 2012- September 30, 2014. Directly following the end of that grant, the 

Partnerships to Improve Community Health (PICH) Grant was awarded and began. This grant cycle ran from October 1, 

2014- September 30, 2017. Within the pages that follow, we have included many pieces from the work done during these 

last five years with the hope that the work will continue to grow and serve as a launching point for the future of Activate 

Allen County. We also hope that this will serve as tool for other communities, like ours, looking to do similar work.

SMALL COMMUNITIES TRANSFORMATION GRANT (SCTG)
SCTG Project Summary (October 1, 2012- September 30, 2014)

This initial funding really served as a launching point for Activate Allen County in terms of policy and program interventions to 

begin to create real change within the county. This grant focused on Tobacco Free Living, Healthy Eating, Active Living, and 

High Impact Quality Clinical and Community Services. Many objectives within the SCTG were carried on and evolved into the 

PICH grant objectives on the following pages and further explained throughout this document. On the following page is a 

short summary of the work started with Small Community Transformation Grant Funding. More information about objectives 

and programs can be found within the PICH Grant summary and within detailed project descriptions.
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Active Living
● School Wellness Policy Council- This 

group was created in 2014 and was 
developed to share best practices and 
wellness policy for all schools in Allen 
County. This has since transitioned into 
our Actived School Challenge. 

● Active Transportation Plan- The Allen 
County Active Transportation Plan was 
finalized in 2014 and is currently being 
implemented throughout the county. It 
provides a county-wide framework to 
improve infrastructure and provide the 
supporting policies and programs that 
encourage active living and help revitalize 
the economy. 

High Impact Quality Clinical 
Services

● Diabetes Prevention Program- The Lima 
Family YMCA Launched the YMCA’s 
Diabetes Prevention Program in 2014. 
Seven Lifestyle Coaches were trained to 
lead this program with SCTG funding.

Youth Involvement
● During a Youth Summit in 2014, 55 Area 

Youth Trained in Real Food, Tobacco 
Free Lifestyles and Active Living. The 
goal was for these youth to take their 
training back to their schools and be 
instruments for change.

● WOCAP/Head Start- A partnership this 
agency and program started by assisting 
with menu improvements to ensure that 
kids in Head Start were being provided 
with the most nutritious options available

● PECAT Workshop - On May 3, 2013 our 
Physical Education Curriculum Analysis 
Tool Workshop was held. 14 schools from 
Allen County were represented at this  
workshop.

Tobacco Free Community
● A Certified Tobacco Treatment Specialist Training was 

held in January 2013, at which 24 new specialists were 
trained.

● Tobacco Free Workplace- A campaign was launched to 
ask Allen County Workplaces to consider becoming 
tobacco free campuses. Free technical assistance, 
education sessions, signage,policy creation assistance 
and media promotion was offered through the grant. 6 
Workplaces completed Tobacco Free Campus Policies 
with SCTG funding.

● 2014 Kick-Butts Video Competition- Teens competed for 
their Tobacco Free PSA videos to be shown as a local 
commercial

● 2 Free COPD Lung Screening were held for community 
residents

Healthy Eating
● Active Menu Challenge- Launched in 2013, the first 7 

restaurants joined the challenge during SCTG funding

● Breastfeeding Friendly Workplaces- Policy work was 
started to recruit and assist workplaces in adopting 
Breastfeeding Support Policies. Free technical 
assistance, education sessions, signage,policy creation 
assistance and media promotion was offered through the 
grant for those workplaces who completed and 
implemented a new policy. Eleven workplaces completed 
Breastfeeding Support Policies with SCTG funding.

● Breastfeeding Friendly Community Venues- Grant funds 
were used to promote the “Breastfeeding Welcome Here” 
pledge open to any community venue. This pledge 
designated the facility, restaurant, or workplace as one 
that mothers could feel confident coming to and knowing 
that their right to breastfeed was fully supported by that 
establishment. Eight community venues signed the 
“Breastfeeding Welcome Here” pledge during SCTG 
funding.

● Healthy Food Option Policies- We used funding to again 
recruit and assist area workplaces to adopt healthy food 
policies. This included Healthy Vending Policies and also 
Healthy Meeting Policies. By implementing 1 or both of 
these policies, workplaces were agreeing to consider the 
health of their employees by offering healthy choices in 
vending machines and also during meetings in which 
food was served. This did not mean that only healthy 
options were available, but the choice was available for 
those wanting to make it.
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PICH Year 1- 2014-2015 (October 1, 2014- September 30, 2015)

Increase the number of Worksites with Tobacco 
Free Campus Policies from 0 to 5

● Achieved 3 workplace tobacco free campus 
policies

Increase the number of Multi-Unit Housing Units 
with smoke free leases from 1 to 3

● Achieved 29 Multi-Unit Housing Units with 
smoke free leases

Increase the number of Corner Stores with 
healthy food and beverage options from 0 to 5

● Achieved 4 small stores offering the 
Healthy Happens Here program

Increase the number of child care settings with 
increased physical activity opportunities from 0 
to 13

● Achieved 13 child care settings with 
improved activity policies

Increase the number of K-12 School Districts with 
high quality physical education opportunities from 
0 to 1

● Achieved 1 school district with improved 
activity policy

Increase the number of Hospitals with supportive 
breastfeeding policies  from 0 to 3

● Achieved 3 hospitals with supportive 
breastfeeding policies

Increase the number of obstetrics and gynecology 
practices with supportive breastfeeding policies 
from 0 to 10

● Achieved 11 OBGYN office settings with 
supportive breastfeeding policies and 
education materials for mothers

 

 

 

PARTNERSHIPS TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY
HEALTH GRANT (PICH)
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PICH Year 2- 2015-2016 (October 1, 2015- September 30, 2016)

Increase the number of Worksites with tobacco 
free campus policies from 3 to 12

● Achieved 7 new workplaces with tobacco 
free policies (total 10 for 2 years of PICH 
grant)

Increase the number of messages to public on 
promoting smoke free businesses in Allen 
County from 0-12

● Achieved 12 messages promoting our 
smoke free businesses in Allen County

Increase the number of messages to public on 
promoting the Ohio Tobacco Quit-line from 0 
to 3

● Achieved 4 messages promoting the Ohio 
Tobacco Quit-line

Increase the number of corner stores with 
healthy food and beverage options from 4 to 8

● Achieved 3 additional small stores in our 
Healthy Happens Here program (7 total 
for 2 years of PICH grant)

PICH Year 3- 2016-2017 (October 1, 2016- September 30, 2017)

Increase the number of Restaurants/Bars with 
healthy menu labeling support and promotion 
from 7 to 11

● Achieved 10 additional restaurants in our 
Active Menu Challenge (17 total in 2 years of 
PICH grant)

Increase the number of K-12 School Districts with 
high quality physical education opportunities from 
1 to 2

● Achieved no further school districts during this 
time period

Increase the number of child care settings with 
increased physical activity opportunities from 13 
to 15

● Achieved 2 additional child care settings with 
improved activity policies (total 15 for 2 years 
of PICH grant)

Increase the number of convenience stores with 
healthy food and beverages options from 7 to 10

● Achieved 4 additional small stores in our 
Healthy Happens Here program (11 total for 
3 years of PICH Grant)

Increase the number of restaurants/bars with 
healthy menu labeling and support and 
promotion from 17 to 20

● Achieved 3 additional restaurants in our 
Active Menu Challenge (20 total in 3 years 
of PICH Grant)

Increase the number of K-12 schools that 
implement evidence based obesity interventions 
from 1 to 3

● Achieved 5 additional schools in our 
Activated School Challenge (6 total in 3 
years of PICH Grant)

Increase the number of outside of school care 
providers with increased physical activity from 
15 to 17

● Achieved 3 additional child care providers in 
our Activated Child Care Challenge (18 total 
for 3 years of PICH Grant)

Increase the number of worksites that implement 
evidence based obesity prevention programs 
from 0 to 5

● Achieved 7 workplaces who implemented 
new policy change as a part of our Activated 
Business Challenge
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Sam 

PARTNERSHIPS TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY
HEALTH GRANT (PICH) REACH CALCULATIONS

Lima Family YMCA PICH Grant Reach 2014-2017

Corner Store Initiative 79,427

Breastfeeding Friendly Hospitals 1,308

Restaurant Menu Labeling 104,979

K-12 Physical Activity 8,870

Child Care Physical Activity 998

Tobacco Free Workplaces 12,288

Smoke Free Housing 73

Activated Business Challenge 4,700

Corner Store Initiative (PPO 02) 79,427

Breastfeeding Friendly Hospitals (PPO 04) 1,308

Restaurant Menu Labeling (PPO 02) 104,979

K-12 Physical Activity (PPO 03) 8,870

Child Care Physical Activity (PPO 03) 998

Tobacco Free Workplaces (PPO 01) 12,288

Smoke Free Housing (PPO 01) 73

Activated Business Challenge 4,700

Calculated Reach 212,643

Reach Goal 78,734 Residents

Max: 104,979
(Total # of Allen 
County Residents)

PPO 01 (Tobacco)    Goal- 600                        Achieved- 12,361

PPO 02 (Healthy Food & Beverage)   Goal- 104,979 Acheived- 184,406

PPO 03 (Physical Activity)    Goal- 6,115 Achieved- 14,568

PPO 04 (Clinical/Community Linkages)  Goal- 1,308 Achieved- 1,308

PPO 05 (Public/Partner Messages)   Goal- 72 Achieved-  90 public/
36 partner messages

This graphic represents the number of residents reached through specific programs developed using PICH 
Grant funds. A reach goal of 75% of the total population in Allen County was established and achieved 
through the programs identified below. The numbers in each category are calculated based on criteria 
provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and represent the number of residents, 
employees and/or children affected by a policy or environment change associated with a program.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS AND OUTCOMES

Food Deserts in Allen County

Food Deserts are a real concern across the country and affect Allen 

County as well. Over 20,000 of our residents live in areas defined by 

the US Department of Agriculture as food deserts. 8 out of 12 Allen 

County census tracts fit this definition. Simply put, these are areas 

where residents have limited access to full service supermarkets due 

to reasons that include low income and lack of transportation. Many 

initiatives were started over the last 5 years with the goal to support 

these residents and provide an easy way for them to access fresh 

produce and healthy snack options, right in their neighborhoods. 

An early intervention was the birth of the Mobile Produce Market  

which was an old RTA bus that was renovated and designated to 

carry fresh produce to multiple stops within our food deserts. The 

produce was priced at a reduced rate from what you would typically see in the grocery store. The Mobile Produce Market 

was in operation 3 days a week and made stops throughout the county, mostly targeting the Downtown Lima area at 

low-income housing units, senior living facilities, schools and other locations. The program was taken on and run through the 

West Ohio Food Bank, who stocked the bus, provided a driver and kept the bus in good working condition. Currently, 

however, the Mobile Produce Market is not in service. Due to costs associated with running the bus and the model of the 

Food Bank wishing to provide produce at no cost to consumers, the Mobile Produce Market route was discontinued. Barriers 

to this program included a lack of an official business model and plan, however the program was well received by the 

community when it was running. To those looking to improve on this idea, consider use of a smaller and less outdated 

vehicle to cut operation costs and also allow for easier access to stop locations. A large bus was hard to park at many 

downtown locations. This concept is great to provide a large variety of produce options to many people and the reduced 

rates and ease of access were definite successes of the program. 

Currently, the program has been somewhat replaced with free 

produce “drops” to locations throughout Lima and this is still being led 

through the West Ohio Food Bank. For further information, successes 

and barriers of the Mobile Produce Program, please contact the West 

Ohio Food Bank or Activate Allen County directly and either would be 

happy to pass along our knowledge and lessons learned from this 

experience. 
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Another program that was developed to provide fresh produce access to food 

desert residents is a program called Healthy Happens Here. This program targets 

the small/convenience stores in the county and asks owners to consider adding 

fresh produce and healthy snack options to their daily sales items. To assist in this 

process, the PICH grant staff offered materials, signage, incentives and a 

community event to help launch the program in each store that signed up. The 

program launched it’s first store in October 2014 and currently 11 stores across 

Allen County have joined the program and assisted in making fresh produce more 

readily available to residents 

Healthy Happens Here

                                              living in food deserts. Some successes of the program include a partnership with St. Rita’s 

Health Partners. Through this partnership, additional incentives, such as coupons and coolers are able to be offered to 

store owners. Barriers of this program include produce supply due to many suppliers not being able to deliver only 

small amounts of produce, leaving the owners to buy and stock produce from local stores on their own time. This is a 

barrier that we are continuing to work through as a community. However, it appears that the success of the program 

outweigh the barriers and store owners are eager to continue the program and based on evaluation and collection of 

sales records, most of our stores are seeing the program as a profitable part of their business. For more information 

about the Healthy Happens Here program, please see our Store Owner’s Guide, located on our website. On Activate 

Allen County’s webpage, you can also find a full list of participating locations.
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The Downtown Lima Farmers Market was brought back to the Downtown 

community in the summer of 2015. Through a partnership with the Lima/Allen 

County Chamber of Commerce, Allen Soil and Water Conservation District 

and St. Rita’s Health Partners, vendors were brought to Trinity Park one time 

per week throughout the summer to bring fresh produce and other local items 

to the Lima community. The market was revived downtown to allow further 

access to fresh produce and other local goods. Supporting the local 

community members who bring their homegrown goods to the market is a 

main goal.  After two years of operating out of Trinity Park, the market was 

moved for the 2017 season to a more downtown location. At this time, the 

market is located on Main Street in front of the Civic and Convention Center. 

This was a positive change to make the market more visible and allow for 

more vendors and parking. The need for a reliable and present Market 

Coordinator became evident to us during the first 2 years of working to revive 

the market. That is one piece of advice that we would pass along to any 

community who is looking to start a market of their own.By using the 

Downtown Lima Farmers Market, residents are supporting our local growers 

and keeping  dollars local. For more information about the market, please 

contact the Lima/Allen County Chamber of Commerce.

Img: 3929111

The market was 
revived downtown 

to allow further 
access to fresh 

produce and other 
local goods...

Downtown Lima Farmers Market
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The Allen County Food Council was formed in 2014 as a way to bring focus 

and attention to the need for all residents in Allen County to have access to 

good, healthy and affordable food as well as the skills needed to prepare 

these foods. The council works to support those who are actively working to 

increase access to healthy foods with a focus on local foods. In 2014, an 

assessment was done around local food in Allen County. This assessment 

can be found in the resource section of the Activate Allen County website. 

Following the assessment, an Action Plan was created in order to establish 

ongoing goals and who the players on the local/healthy food scene are here in 

the county. The council is co-chaired by an Allen County Commissioner and 

the Allen Soil and Water Conservation District and has been involved in 

assisting the Downtown Lima Farmers Market, promoting PICH grant 

activities, organizing Food Day activities, community education, promoting 

Lima Allen County Neighborhoods in Partnership Aquaponics program and 

community gardens, among other things throughout the county. 

The Allen County Food Council will continue to work with individuals and organizations that are promoting healthy and local 

foods and assist these projects as they are able. If you are interested in joining the Allen County Food Council or any group 

within Activate Allen County, please contact us through the Activate Allen County website.

Allen County Food Council
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Active Transportation

In order to create opportunities for individuals to be able to 

choose to walk, bike, scoot and/or actively transport themselves 

to the places they work, play, worship and recreate, we have 

created Allen County’s Active Transportation Plan. Over a 

period of 11-months, Activate Allen County, our consultant (Norm 

Cox, Greenway Collaborative), the Allen County Bike & 

Pedestrian Task Force and our Technical Advisory Group 

(community leaders and representatives from Lima/Allen County 

Regional Planning, City of Lima Engineers, County Engineers, 

ODOT officials, county  health department, YMCA, Johnny 

Appleseed Metro Parks, City of Lima Parks and Rec, and other 

village/city administrators) developed the Allen County 

Transportation Plan. Public input was sought at various public 

forums throughout the process. Our plan considers travel issues 

for all modes of transportation. We have looked at infrastructure, 

safety and programming needs for the community. Our plan was 

completed in the summer of 2014 and has been fulling integrated 

in the Lima-Allen County Regional Planning Commission’s 

Transportation Plan. This plan is available to the public online. 

Through the Activate Allen County website, you can find the 

Executive Summary for the Active Transportation Plan and a 

detailed map for Active Living in Allen County.

DPP - Chronic Disease and Prevention Program 

Diabetes is a serious health condition that can lead to heart disease, stroke, kidney failure, high blood pressure, and 

blindness. Prediabetes is a potentially reversible condition that often leads to type 2 diabetes, and 79 million people in the 

United States are estimated to have it. Our SCTG project worked to launch the, the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention 

Program locally to help individuals develop a healthier lifestyle and to reduce the risks this condition can pose to their 

health. Based on effective efforts researched by the National Institutes of Health, the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program 

helps participants learn about and adopt the healthy eating and physical activity habits that have been proven to reduce the 

risk of developing type 2 diabetes.  Through the program, participants receive support and encouragement from both a 

trained lifestyle coach and fellow classmates as they develop a plan for improving and maintaining their overall well-being. 

In September of 2014, the Lima Family YMCA launched the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program through the support of 

the SCTG. For information and to learn if you qualify to take part in this great program, please contact the Lima Family 

YMCA today.
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continuing to execute this plan. Engaging and maintaining a youth 

presence within grant activities has been an area where we did struggle. 

Even though many students were trained during this summit, there was 

really nothing for them to plug into on a higher level and engagement 

after the summit dropped off. However, through the Activated School 

Challenge, students were brought back into the fold and are making an 

impact at their respective schools. The Activated School Challenge 

provides guidance on how to create a sustainable and impactful plan to 

address health and wellness areas of concern within individual schools. 

Funds to move this program forward were and are continuing to be 

provided through St. Rita’s Health Partners.. More specific information 

about the development and impact of the Activated School Challenge is 

available in the following section.

On September 25, 2014 a Youth 

Empowerment Summit was held in Lima, 

Ohio. Students from multiple schools across 

the county and their adult mentors came to 

the Civic Center in Downtown Lima to learn 

and be trained on issues involving Real 

Food, Active Living and Tobacco Free 

Lifestyles. The goal of the training was to 

provide a way for students to become 

empowered and knowledgeable to bring 

ideas back to their schools and circles of 

influence. The training was provided 

through Youth Empowerment Solutions 

(Yes!), who are based in North Carolina. 

Their model is based on youth training and 

empowering youth to make a difference and 

become advocates in the areas listed 

above. Yes! brought students here to Allen 

County to train our students and provide a 

hands-on approach to learning about real 

issues and become more actively engaged 

in these issues. Over 60 students were 

trained during this event. While the goal 

was to develop a board of students to assist 

us in our work and become advocates, this 

was found to be difficult as follow-up and 

maintaining contact with these students and 

their mentors was challenging. However, 

the DECA students at Lima Senior were 

one of the groups that were trained who 

then applied for our Activated School 

Challenge and received funding and 

support for their plan to increase healthy 

eating and physical activities opportunities 

at the high school. Due to the training 

provided at this summit, they were able to 

develop a plan, budget and implementation 

plan and presently are 

 

YES- Youth Empowerment 
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Activated Schools 

Schools have the ability to positively impact the health of our youth. That is why 

we have strived to work with local schools and school districts to improve 

physical activity, nutrition and health; programming, education and policy to 

ensure that every child in Allen County has the opportunity to be the healthiest 

version of themselves. Our SCTG charged us with improving Physical Education 

in Allen County, through the development of our Allen County School Wellness 

Policy Council, Lima City Schools were able to utilize SPARK PE curriculum 

and curriculum guides throughout all grade levels.One of the challenges for 

schools in Allen County, Ohio and throughout the United States is lack of 

adequate funding. In many cases, budget reductions have affected non-core 

classes and programs the most. Cuts have an enormous impact on physical 

education and physical activity opportunities for students and schools. In order to 

provide some necessary assistance, The Active School Challenge was created 

during PICH Grant funding.

This challenge is being brought to the community through a partnership between St Rita’s Health Partners and the 

YMCA’s PICH Grant. The goal of this challenge is to provide local schools with a technical assistance and financial 

support to create evidence based health and wellness initiatives, policies, programs and interventions. Schools were able 

to apply for up to $2,000 of support for approved projects. Five projects were selected and fully funded during the first 

round of applications; Bluffton Local Schools, Elida Local Schools, Lima Senior High School, Shawnee Local Schools 

and St Rose Catholic School. We are pleased to know that through continued partnership with St. Rita’s Health Partners, 

the Activated School Challenge will be continued and new schools will start this process and receive the technical 

assistance and resources mentioned as we continue to create policy and environment changes in our Allen County 

schools. For more information on how to get involved, contact the Activate Allen County office.
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On January 27-29, 2014, Denise Jolicoeur from the University of Massachusetts Medical School came to Lima to host a 

Certified Tobacco Treatment Specialists Training. During this training, 24 individuals were in attendance. These 

individuals represented Lima Memorial Health System, St. Rita’s Health Partners, Bluffton Hospital, Health Partners of 

Western Ohio and WOCAP. The goal of this training was to provide more support in our community for those who wish to 

quit smoking and then remain tobacco free. While this training was a success, there has been some barriers in the 

aftermath of the training. Many of those trained have since left the community. Also, in order to maintain your certification 

status, continuing education hours are needed and many trained were not willing to pay for these hours and have let their 

training expire. Overall, this was a beneficial training for the community, but there were definitely many improvements that 

could be made to ensure that the effect of the training lasts further into the future. 

Tobacco Treatment Specialist Training - CTTS 
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We know that restaurants and fast food chains are not going 

anywhere. There is always a need for on the go families and 

individuals to stop at a restaurant or drive thru to pick up some food 

due to busy lifestyles. However, eating out does not have to mean 

eating unhealthy. There are many options while eating away from 

home that fit into a balanced diet and the goal of the Activate Menu 

Challenge is to highlight these options.This challenge worked with 

locally owned and chain restaurants to identify healthy options 

already on the menu and modifications that could be made in order to 

make other menu items fall within the proper calorie and fat ranges to 

be designated. Once this was completed, signage and materials were 

developed through the PICH grant for display at each restaurant. 

Examples of these materials included table tents and counter 

displays. Each restaurant was also provided with a window cling to 

display at their entrance. Finally, we promoted our partners through 

social media, local newspaper articles and an online listing through 

our website. Making the Healthy Choice the Easy Choice is a concept 

that reaches throughout the county and includes restaurants as well. 

Our hope is that visible and easy to locate healthy options creates an 

atmosphere where those wishing to eat a more balanced diet can 

easily do so. More information about the challenge and a full list of 

restaurants who have joined is available through the Activate Allen 

County website. If you are a restaurant owner or know a restaurant 

owner who may be interested in joining the Activate Menu Challenge, 

please contact the Activate office or refer to the Restaurant Owners 

guide found in the resource page of the website.

Active Menu Challenge
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Healthy Child Care Settings

Childhood obesity is a major issue in Allen County, Ohio and the United States. Here in Allen County, according to the 2014 

Allen County Health Risk and Community Needs Assessment, 32% of children in Allen County are either overweight or 

obese. Solutions should begin with the youngest among us and that is why AAC is placing a priority on child care settings 

and how we can assist in creating an atmosphere focused on health and wellness. Throughout our SCTG project period we 

supported Lima Allen County Council of Community Affairs (LACCA) Head Start Program in revamping their menus, 

nutrition policy and physical activity policy. Each of Head Start locations made whole scale improvements to ensure that 

every child had adequate physical activity and nutrition. Our PICH project turned our attention to Physical Activity Policies 

and we worked closely with Rhodes State College Child Care Center, Bluffton Community Preschool, WOCAP Head Start, 

Shawnee Weekday Early Learning Center, First Baptist Day Care and Trinity’s Center for Creative Child Care to improve 

menus and adopt comprehensive physical activity and nutrition policies. Through our partnerships with local child care 

centers we have ensured that children will have a firm foundation of health. Policies are in place that will guarantee that 

healthy environments, meals and activities will be available well into the future across Allen County. Through partnership 

with St. Rita’s Health Partners, we are pleased that this program will continue. New preschools in Allen County will be 

identified and offered the technical assistance and resources mentioned as a part of the Activated Preschool Challenge. 
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Allen County employees spend 40+ hours per week within the walls of their place of 

employment. This means that the focus on health and wellness in our working environments is 

an important aspect of our overall health.Throughout both grant cycles, we desired to work 

within businesses to increase their policies and overall support of employee wellness. This took 

many forms including grant objectives that focused on different areas of policy work and finally 

ending with a program that includes all areas of wellness in a packaged format. Initially, we 

worked with businesses to assist them with particular policy changes. These policies included 

Breastfeeding Friendly Workplaces and Tobacco Free Workplaces. More information 

about Breastfeeding Support can be found in the following section. Tobacco Free Workplace 

policy is a way for businesses to go beyond the state ruling for smoke free spaces

Workplace Wellness/Activated Business Challenge

and protect the entire property from second hand smoke and make smoking more inconvenient for visitors and employees, all 

while providing resources to assist in quitting for those who desire to do so. While working with businesses in the county, PICH 

Grant staff were able to provide assessments of current practices, sample policies, best practice ideas, educational sessions 

and technical assistance as workplaces partnered with the team to create, change and update wellness policies. Those who 

adopted policies were given signage, materials and promotion for their efforts. During both the SCT Grant and the PICH Grant, 

these policy changes were a focus as you can see from the outline of the objectives for each grant year above. However, in year 

three of the PICH Grant, the focus changed to sustaining efforts for workplace wellness past the grant term. 

Due to this need, the Activated Business Challenge was started. Partners 

at the table include the Lima/Allen County Chamber of Commerce, St. Rita’s 

Health Partners, West Central Ohio Regional Healthcare Alliance, and Allen 

County Public Health. These partners have come together to form the 

Workplace Wellness Committee. The goal of the Activated Business 

Challenge is to provide support, resources and recognition for those 

workplaces who wish to look closer at employee wellness and make 

changes to enhance their approach and atmosphere around employee 

wellness. The challenge includes an initial assessment and application 

where workplaces detail what they are currently doing and what policies are 

already in place. They are then able to receive recommendations and 

supporting materials to enhance their environment. The application is based 

on the National Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Workplace 

Wellness Scorecard and based on points earned, businesses are given 

Gold, Silver or Bronze level recognition for their work. Moving forward the 

challenge will continue and be lead and promoted through the Lima/Allen 

County Chamber of Commerce. Challenge information as well as materials 

and resources for workplaces who are looking to improve and enhance 

employee wellness can be found at the Activate Allen County website or by 

calling the Chamber. 
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Breastfeeding Support

Throughout both the SCT and PICH grants, breastfeeding support and 

intervention was an important piece of the work accomplished. 

Breastfeeding is the best first food for all infants and many partners in the 

community are working tirelessly to support mothers and families in the 

community who wish to breastfeed. They are also working educate 

members of the community concerning breastfeeding support and how 

each of us has a role to play in the lives of our youngest residents. As 

mentioned briefly in the above workplace wellness section, an objective 

of the grant periods included asking workplaces to create a 

Breastfeeding Friendly environment for both visitors and employees 

including policy concerning female employees coming back to work after 

childbirth and being able to continue to feed their child breast milk if they 

desired to do so.This work evolved into the Activated Business 

Challenge, as outlined above. By having breastfeeding support as a 

piece of the Activated Business Challenge, it ensures that workplace 

wellness will include looking at how to support working mothers on their 

return to the office. Many resources concerning breastfeeding support, 

toolkits, going back to work and local community support can be found in 

the resource section of the Activate Allen County website.
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Breastfeeding Support (cont.)

Beyond workplaces, work was done to assist our 

Allen County hospitals and OB offices in giving all 

women the ability to make an informed choice 

concerning breastfeeding and then be successful 

in achieving their breastfeeding goals. All Allen 

County OB offices were provided with materials to 

assist mothers in making the choice to breastfeed 

including why breastfeeding is the best feeding 

method, nutrition, and the need for a support 

system. The role of the offices is to answer all 

questions concerning feeding methods and 

encourage mothers to consider breastfeeding as 

their first option. In terms of hospitals, their main 

role is to ensure that all mothers who come into the 

hospital wishing to breastfeed, leave the hospital 

successfully breastfeeding and have the tools 

needed to continue once they are home. 

The state of Ohio also acknowledged the need to 

focus on promoting breastfeeding at a hospital 

level by developing a program called Ohio First 

Steps for Healthy Babies. This program, based 

on the 10 Steps to Successful Breastfeeding, 

provides resources, recognition and support for all 

hospitals in Ohio who wish to join the program and 

work towards the completion of these steps. 

Currently, all three hospitals in Allen County are 

apart of this program and receiving technical 

assistance as needed from PICH staff to continue 

their work. Through the Activated Business 

Challenge on a local level and the Ohio First Steps 

program on a state/national level, as well as many 

community organizations and individuals who are 

dedicated to these efforts, breastfeeding will 

continue to be a focus of Allen County for years to 

come.
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides

Resource Page-
Social Channels-
Videos 
Facebook

Survey Results? 
2014 vs 2017 data 

MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

Our Healthy Happens Here campaign consisted of 

working with local media providers, the community 

businesses and community members to educate on 

the healthy food options within our community, 

specifically at our local small stores.  

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness 

to the website and to promote stores that 

joined the program.. 

- New designed print resources including a 

Healthy Happens Here Owner's Guide..

- Interactive Media to spark conversation 

included: Social Media via Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were 

added to the website including healthy menu 

options, articles about new stores and 

program kick-off events, current listing of 

member Healthy Happens Here Stores and 

more. 

Healthy Happens Here

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

Social Media
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides
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Videos 
Facebook

Survey Results? 
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MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

Activated Healthy Kids campaign consisted of working 

with local schools, media providers, the community 

businesses and community members to educate on 

how our children can start making healthy choices 

young and carry what they have learned into 

adulthood.

The Marketing and Promotions consisted of: 

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness to 

the website. 

- In-Person events with local teams

- Graphic Design produced to draw attention to 

the campaign 

- Interactive Media to spark conversation 

included: Social Media via Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were 

added to the website including healthy menu 

options, blogs on quick recipes, challenges to 

try at home and more.

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

Activated Healthy Kids
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides

Resource Page-
Social Channels-
Videos 
Facebook

Survey Results? 
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MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

The I Deserve Clean Air campaign consisted of working with kids 

and schools to educate children as well as working with local 

media to draw awareness to the detriments of secondhand smoke 

to all Allen County residents..

The Marketing and Promotions consisted of: 

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via Newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness to the website 

and to encourage viewers to quit smoking and encourage 

others to do so as well. 

- In-Person events to show lungs of smoker

- Graphic Design produced to draw attention 

- Interactive Media to spark conversation included: Social 

Media via Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest, 

Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were added to the 

website including all new videos, blogs and more. 

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

I Deserve Clean Air

Social Media

Video
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides
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Facebook
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MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

The Healthy Holiday Tips campaign consisted of 

working with families, nutritionists, media providers, the 

community businesses and community members to 

educate on how to minimize stress, weight gain, and 

how to make positive choices during the holidays. The 

Marketing and Promotions consisted of: 

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness to 

the website.

- Graphic Design produced to draw attention 

- Interactive Media to spark conversation 

included: Social Media via Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were added 

to the website including healthy menu options, 

portion control infographic, blogs on quick 

recipes, challenges to try at home, ways to 

minimize stress  and more.

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

Healthy Holiday Tips

Social Media

Video
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides

Resource Page-
Social Channels-
Videos 
Facebook

Survey Results? 
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MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

The Active Menu Challenge campaign consisted of working with local restaurants, media providers, the 

community businesses and community members to educate on how healthy options are available, even when 

eating away from home. The goal of this promotion was to recognize the efforts of the restaurants who were 

making it easy for customers to make a healthy choice.

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

Active Menu Challenge

The Marketing and Promotions consisted of: 

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness to 

each restaurant a part of the challenge.

- In-Person events with local restaurants 

- Graphic Design produced to draw attention to 

the challenge and restaurants involved.

- Interactive Media to spark conversation 

included: Social Media via Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were added 

to the website including healthy menu options 

at restaurants, blogs, current restaurants in the 

challenge and more. 

Video
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Marketing and Resources 
Designs for campaigns as well as all the resource guides

Resource Page-
Social Channels-
Videos 
Facebook

Survey Results? 
2014 vs 2017 data 

MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

Our Food Deserts are Real campaign consisted of 

working with local media providers, the community 

businesses and community members to educate on 

the food deserts within our community and the efforts 

being made to eliminate this issue.  

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to drive awareness 

to the efforts being made to eliminate food 

deserts in Allen County through programs 

such as the Mobile Produce Market, Healthy 

Happens Here and Community Gardens.

- New designed print resources such as a city 

map with healthy food solutions clearly 

marked.

- Interactive Media to spark conversation 

included: Social Media via Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were 

added to the website.

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

Food Deserts

Social Media Video
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MARKETING / PROMOTIONS

The We Are Activated Campaign was created to drive awareness to local 

businesses who have committed to being part of the solution.We used this 

campaign to drive awareness to the community members who have 

partnered on this initiative within their own businesses. This gave them 

attention and made others start to look at the programs offered. 

Our media rollout consisted of:

- Billboards and Bus Stop Ads

- Print Media via newspaper 

- Television Commercials to promote area workplaces who are 

“Activated.”. 

- New designed print resources.

- Interactive Media to spark conversation included: 

- Social Media via Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Pinterest, 

Instagram.

- Print Materials and blog resources were added to the website 

including success stories, spotlight blogs on what the businesses 

did, challenge winners and more. 

Paid for through funds from a grant from the Center of disease and prevention

We Are Activated
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As a requirement of grant funding, evaluation activities were completed and results were then shared with the community. 

Evaluation is a tool vital to interventions such as those being done through Activate Allen County to assist us in many ways. 

First of all, determining where the need for intervention is through community survey tools, data collection and community 

discussions. The second use being to determine if the intervention that was put in place is effecting change the way it was 

originally planned to do. Finally, evaluation assists in understanding how interventions are working and how the community 

is changing due to interventions based on data provided through surveys and other evaluation tools. This cycle then 

continues to trying a new strategy or intervention based on research and continuing to move forward along the path to a 

healthier Allen County.

In 2014 and then again in, Activate Allen County, along with many other community organizations including: Allen County 

Public Health, Lima Memorial Health System, Mental Health and Recovery Services Board, St. Rita’s Health Partners and 

United Way of Greater Lima, completed a Community Needs Assessment. This was done through sending a paper survey 

to a sample population within Allen County and weighting the results based on returned surveys. We were assisted in this 

process by the Hospital Council of Northwest Ohio. With this assistance, we picked survey questions that not only held 

meaning and weight in Allen County, but many of our questions are also being used in assessments across the state, 

meaning that we can easily compare data. By using this model, we have a single report that is used by many community 

organizations that calls for us to work together to achieve common goals. Through this survey and results, our Community 

Health Improvement Plan is created. We realize that a key to sustainability is “owning our numbers” collectively and being 

in agreement with what we are doing together to improve our community’s health. One of the goals for the Activate Allen 

County initiative and movement as we go forward is to ensure that we are working together- documenting progress that is 

made, noting barriers, creating new interventions to overcome those barriers and celebrating progress as a community. 

Through a single Community Health Assessment and Community Health Improvement Plan, we recognize that we are 

stronger together- through both the successes and shortcomings. If you are interested in learning more, copies of Allen 

County’s Community Health Assessments as well as the Community Health Improvement Plans, can be found by visiting 

the Allen County Public Health webpage.

From a programmatic stance, we chose to evaluate our Healthy Corner Stores intervention, known as Healthy Happens 

Here. Obesity and Food Deserts are both very real and active problems in Allen County and this program was developed as 

a way to provide increased healthy options to those residents living in food deserts. To complete this evaluation, 4 stores 

were selected and asked to participate in this piece of the program. Surveys were created and then given to customers via 

intercept survey using paid students from The Ohio State University, Lima Branch. Surveys were completed on 2 separate 

occasions, about 3 months about to gain follow-up data at two different time points. Questions we are trying to answer 

included: Does having fresh produce and healthy snack options available at corner stores increase customer's average 

monthly consumption of these items and; to what extent did the corner store intervention result in customers purchasing 

healthier foods? For customers to qualify to take the survey, they had to have purchased some food item during that visit. 

Incentives for the store and the customers taking the survey were tied to this evaluation. This evaluation has been 

completed and data is being processed. For more information concerning survey questions, procedure and results, please 

contact the Activate Allen County office.

Evaluation of Programs and Community Health Efforts
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A sustainability team was established and began meeting in 2015. The conversation was started as to what the future of 

Activate Allen County would look like once grant funding had ended. A process to determine key players, funding sources, 

objectives and activities of the group followed. It was determined that St. Rita’s Health Partners and Lima Memorial Health 

System will each fund a paid position to assist with running Activate Allen County, leading activities and maintaining programs 

as the group saw fit. An Executive Council has been developed and charged with leading the group and developing a 

strategic direction for how Activate Allen County should move forward. The Community Health Assessment (CHA) and 

Community Health Improvement Plans (CHIP) will be vital and used to determine the focus and vision for activities throughout 

the county and the organizations who have been involved in these meetings and conversations throughout the prior years will 

continue. Working groups will also continue their work across the county along with CHIP and CHA teams to ensure that the 

progress made and goals created continue to be carried out. A large part of the two paid staff positions will include oversight 

for these teams and workgroups as a point of contact between the Executive Council level and those with boots on the 

ground, carrying work forward.

It is very exciting to report that activities supported and started  through SCTG and PICH funds over the last 5 years will not 

be forgotten about when federal funding leaves Allen County. There is support, structure and resources to continue this work 

into the future and plans are being formed to ensure that work started will continue and that as new concerns arise, we have 

the capacity to address those needs. There is much work to be done! We hope you see the need and have the desire to join 

one of our working groups, programs or plug into any area that you feel passionate about. We are all Activate! Only by 

continuing to work together and continuing to change our interventions and approach based on community needs will be see 

positive changes in Allen County, Ohio.

For more information about the materials in this booklet or ways to get involved, please contact the Activate Allen County 

office via phone or through the “contact us” section of the webpage.

Resources for More Information:

Activate Allen County Webpage
http://activateallencounty.com/
Check out the Resource Page for our Healthy Happens Here Store Owners Guide, Allen County Food System Assessment 
and Food Action Plan, Food Desert Map, Active Menu Challenge Restaurant Owners Guide, Breastfeeding Support Guides 
and Toolkits, and More!

Allen County Community Needs Assessments - Allen County Public Health webpage, Vital Statistics
http://www.allencountypublichealth.org

Allen County Community Health Improvement Plans - Allen County Public Health webpage, Vital Statistics
http://www.allencountypublichealth.org/

County Health Rankings - Additional information and data, search Allen County, Ohio
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/

Lima Family YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program
http://limaymca.net/

Future of Activate and Sustainability Efforts

http://activateallencounty.com/
http://www.allencountypublichealth.org/
http://www.allencountypublichealth.org/
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/
http://limaymca.net/
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We are
Activate!

Facebook.com/ActivateAllenCounty

Activate Allen County Activate Allen County

www.ActivateAllenCounty.com

@ActivateAllenCo Channel: Activate Allen County


